THE CHALLENGE
Modern organizations manage environments that are more complex than ever before. Technical debt is on the rise, hindering innovation. CPU inventory challenges exacerbate technology project delays with cloud as a remedy — but finding the best path to IaaS and VM migration is easier said than done. How can you reliably automate, store, optimize and connect your infrastructure while harnessing new technologies to speed up business processes?

THE SOLUTION
Presidio takes a holistic approach to modernize the entire infrastructure. We accelerate the necessary transition to a modernized, automated software-defined datacenter, providing rapid infrastructure, applications, data and IT services on-demand.

Talk to us about a software-defined approach to every level of the IT infrastructure:
- Data Center
- Mobility
- Network Modernization
- Application Modernization

Presidio’s portfolio of modernization solutions are designed to automate flexible infrastructure. We ensure agile and scalable access to infrastructure orchestrated through software-defined policies connecting private/public cloud and the edge. In today’s digital and data-driven economy, success hinges on a connected, lightning-fast and proactive technical ecosystem. Put bluntly, IT can no longer afford to be the background administrator of siloed systems. Presidio’s ethos is based on achieving this elevation of IT to the upper echelon of business strategy.

Our vendor-agnostic approach cuts through the complexity that leads to analysis paralysis. We focus on your specific needs and goals first, before introducing the right technology that will power the business-outcome focused digital transformation strategy. A software-defined infrastructure gives you control over how IT workloads are distributed and optimized to maximize the value of your deployments, allowing you to test new business strategies and offer better customer experience as the market changes.

Your business is dynamic. We understand that your infrastructure has to be as well.
Modernize Infrastructure

KEY BENEFITS
Presidio’s Modernization Practice put our clients’ IT teams in the digital transformation driver’s seat.

Our solutions cover key areas including:

Control Through Policy – Agile provisioning requires IT to automate and control infrastructure resources through software-based policies, deployed virtually in a software-defined environment that support flexible resource pooling and workload portability – with full-stack observability providing correlated telemetry

Optimize Compute Consumption – Increasing supply-chain issues and the prioritization of sustainability, while addressing processing demands for AI-hungry workloads require modernizing processor, server, and virtualization platforms

Distribute Storage Efficiently – Data is growing exponentially. Businesses’ data needs to be secure, multi-protocol, and easy to use. A modern data approach is required to enable faster access to information

Connect Globally and Resiliently – Hybrid and Multi-cloud technologies require inter-connectivity. With businesses all over the world requiring 24 x 7 access to technologies, business continuance has become even more critical

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
Our approach is different, because we match deep traditional tech stack expertise with unmatched modern cloud consulting prowess. Unlike most, Presidio can credibly deliver end-to-end IT and business solutions because we bridge the gap between both eras of infrastructure evolution.

EXPERIENCED TEAM – Presidio carries a team of more than 500 modernization engineers that have certifications across a wide portfolio of solutions

BEST-OF-BREED – Presidio is considered a top three partner of Cisco, VMware, Pure and Dell. Each of our current modernization projects are highly complex and span, on average, four different vendors with a mix of technologies

TRUE END-TO-END – Infrastructure modernization projects necessarily touch a wide variety of technologies, disciplines and teams across an organization. Presidio brings in-house expertise and proven methodologies in Cybersecurity, Cloud, DevOps and application development. Our technology-agnostic approach puts your needs before any particular product or vendor

WHY PRESIDIO
Presidio has been modernizing infrastructure for over 20 years and carry hundreds of engineers around the globe focused on modernizing, managing and supporting your transformational journey. We hold strategic, long-term partnerships with Cisco, Pure Storage, Dell/EMC, VMware, Microsoft, AWS and many more.

We don’t just replace your compute or network or storage with the latest version, we enhance your ability to move at the speed of business. We accomplish this through templatized, repeatable solutions that bring all aspects of your infrastructure together and top it off with a self-service portal to enable internal business customers.

Presidio leads the industry in capturing the people, infrastructure and process requirements for each modernization customer we work with, which then informs the exact software-driven approach to maximize impact and speed-to-value.

Contact Presidio today: www.presidio.com